Specifications:
The MJN-1 hand held Quad Leg Nut Installation tool is designed to effortlessly set Quad Leg Nuts or Jack Nuts® in sizes ranging from 6-32” – ¼-20” and M4 – M-6.

Load Tool:
Thread the Quad Leg Nut or Jack Nut® onto the bolt first leaving approximately a ¼” space between the Quad Leg Nut or Jack Nut® flange and the under side of the bolt head. Place bolt head into the “U” shaped slot at the nose of the tool.

Operation:
Insert the Quad Leg Nut or Jack Nut® into the pre-drilled hole and squeeze handle until set. (Depending on the size it may take several squeezes to fully set). Press the silver release lever and the installation is complete. Remove the tool and unscrew the bolt or screw from the Quad Leg Nut or Jack Nut®.

Completion:
Pass bolt or screw through the work that is going to be fastened and then into the Quad Leg Nut or Jack Nut® and tighten to complete installation.